
July 21. 2022
Dear Shearith Israel family and Touro Synagogue Affiliates,

“It’s an odd ‘post-Covid,’ I must say.”  That’s a quote from one of my law partners and friends,
Mark Pedretti.  I can’t think of a better way to describe what is going on currently.  To many in
our community, we are “post-Covid” – so post-Covid in fact that some have emailed wondering
why I’m still talking about it at all.  To the rest of our velt, there is a concern for the escalating
variants.  These days, that describes the larger majority of those emailing, calling, and chatting
with me.  The numbers aren’t great and aren’t improving. 
 
There is a clear preference among our congregants that we should maintain the status quo of
precautions.  And so we will.  Our status quo is not inhibiting our in-person sessions.  We have
been having Shabbat morning services outside, on Paved Paradise, and again last Shabbat close
to 70 of us enjoyed a beautiful setting, a beautiful service, a lovely talk by Rabbi Soloveichik,
and a convivial Kiddush where it was a pleasure to linger and catch up on the small bit of
remaining gossip that we weren’t able to learn from our talking during services (!). Anna
Schecter Zigler captures it well: 
 

It was just so great this past Shabbat seeing old friends and having such a nice big group.
 
Please come and join us.  (This Shabbat, if it’s really going to be in the mid-90s, we will likely be
inside.)
 

The Joys of Fasting.  Facially, my title may appear less than credible, certainly for any of us who
enjoy eating and being hydrated during hot summer days.  Still, there is a kernel of truth in the
thought.  I felt it this past Sunday, when we observed the Fast of Tammuz.  Let’s remove the
exogenous factor favoring this particular day – the 17th of Tammuz this year fell on our son’s
English birthday, which is always a happy day for us.  So we set that aside. 
 
I do not however set aside the fact that the fast fell on a Sunday.  A disproportionally large
number of Tammuz 17 fasts fall on Sunday.  The reasons are easy to understand.  One artifact of
the brilliance of the Jewish calendar is that it is not equally likely that a particular date falls on
any of the seven days of the week.  More significantly, if Tammuz 17 falls on a Friday (can it?) or
Shabbat, we defer the fast to Sunday.  Two points for how often it happens that we have a
Sunday observance of Tammuz 17 (and Tisha B’Ab, three weeks to the day hence).
 
When you don’t have to spend all day at the office or otherwise working, Sunday fasts are
actually a bit of a treat.  Four reasons appear to me: 
 

·        First, we start morning services an hour later, and services themselves are less
rushed.  Our liturgy for fast days is accessible and moving.  Read through the piyyutim. 
You will gain a historical perspective on a day that Jews have been observing together for



going on thousands of years.  Being a part of a community through time and space is
uplifting, whatever the subject matter of the day.
 
·        Second, for me, time slows during fasts.  That’s a good thing, something I look
forward to, when time is usually in very short supply and, well, running out. 
 
·        Third, slowed time on a fast day gives one a bit more of a chance to reflect on the
meaning of the day.  Is there a time for reflection other than on Shabbat?  And on
Shabbat there is rarely any occasion to reflect on personal change, which is a main
meaning of the fast day as reflected in our liturgy.  A quieter Sunday allows time to
reflect on the “minor” resets that are the goals of our “minor” fast days – rather than
the full reboot of Rosh Hashana culminating in Kippur.   Do not disparage minor resets,
by the way; over time they can beget major positive changes.  The tiny, three-second
reset of one engine on Apollo 11 changed the trajectory of the flight to the moon by 200
kilometers! 

 
·        Fourth, as with so much that is meaningful in our religion and Synagogue life, the
day is bookended by rites and customs that create and enhance community.  Some of
what we do is shared with all Jewish congregations everywhere.  Some is all-but-unique
to us (our particular liturgy at points in the services, or that we don tefillin at a very late
minha service).  The resulting fellowship and bond that are created are open to all to
experience and is quite special to those who invest the time to be enriched by it.

 

The “Three Weeks,” Whatever They Are.  My recent emails have mentioned the three-week
period between 17 Tammuz and 9 Ab.  Many Ashkenazim observe this period by not scheduling
weddings for all or part of it, not listening to music (again for all or part of it), and not getting a
haircut or shaving (again for all or part of it).  As we approach Rosh Hodesh Ab, or the week in
which 9 Ab occurs, many temporarily refrain from other enjoyable activities, such as eating
meat and drinking wine.   
 
In the Sephardic tradition that we observe at Shearith Israel, however, one might fairly ask,
“WHAT Three Weeks”?  Dr. Herbert Dobrinsky, in A Treasury of Sephardic Laws and Customs,
does not appear to bring down a Sephardic interdiction against music during the Three Weeks. 
Indeed, the only full Three Week customs cited are that (i) the Syrian community does not
conduct weddings during that period and (ii) “some” “refrain from cutting their hair during the
entire Three Weeks” (at 295).  Other groups of Sephardim observe that custom as of Rosh
Hodesh Ab. 
 
For all of us, this period is surely one of introspection.  At Shearith Israel, we have a beautiful
custom, which I mentioned in the context of another holiday (see my email of April 14, 2022). 
In the weeks leading up to a holiday or day when we chant a megillah in our special melody, we
sing a line or two from the upcoming megillah or book every day after Shahrit.  Additionally, our
haftarot during the Three Weeks use an exceptionally difficult and hauntingly beautiful melody. 

https://history.nasa.gov/afj/ap11fj/05day2-mcc.html
https://www.shearithisrael.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/4-14-22-Leadership-Update.pdf


You must hear it.  And when you do you will not forget it.  Finally, Rabbi Soloveichik has begun
his annual three-lecture series on Tisha B’Ab themes.  The talks honor the memory of Rev. Dr.
Alan D. Corre & Mrs. Nita Corre. Hazzan Corre served as Hazzan (Rabbi) at our sister synagogue
in Philadelphia, Congregation Mikveh Israel.

Built Back Better.

Quote of the Week.  This fun challenge hasn’t taken off just yet.  So I will not kill but slightly
shake up two stones with one bird.  I not only offer a great movie quote but answer a challenge
from some weeks ago that nobody got right but a few of us got wrong.  My challenge was, what
is the great movie quote about “more marvelous” (see my email of June 30, 2022)? 

The quote is from Chariots of Fire, where Sybil says to Harold Abraham, after he loses a race to
the true hero of the movie, Eric Liddell:

Sybil: "You were marvelous. He was more marvelous, that's all…”

[To Harold] Well, if you can't take a beating, perhaps it's for the best."

Harold: "I don't run to take beatings, I run to win. If I can't win, I won't run."

Sybil: "If you don't run, you can't win."

Surely this is one of the great scenes in one of the great movies.
 
Great Summer Songs.  You are all about to be shamed. No, not because you wish you were
David Sable, who first suggested the singularly most apt summer song, The Lovin’
Spoonful, Summer in the City (“Walking on the sidewalk hotter than a match head”).  (All you
Ashkenazim out there, don’t click.)

No, I mean deep shame.  Of all people, Lou Solomon (who?) offers The Doors Summer’s Almost
Gone.  This great (ok, not fun, but great) summer song contains the beautiful, semi-tragic
stanza:

Morning found us calmly unaware
Noon burned gold into our hair
At night, we swim the laughin' sea
When summer's gone
Where will we be.

It is nothing short of astounding that the likes of David Sable didn’t suggest this song.  David
adores The Doors and knows as much about The Doors as, well, Billy Schulder knows about The
Beatles or David Vorchheimer knows about opera.  People Are Strange.  And surely these

https://www.shearithisrael.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/6-30-22-Leadership-Update.docx.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lwZdDyH9LLc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZQWr7cF0eY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZQWr7cF0eY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sezc05A4s2g


are Strange Days. DAVID AND THE REST OF YOU ALL MISSED The Doors!  You’re not so sure you
want to be David Sable now, are you?

Jim Morrison of The Doors was a poet, a short-lived one.   In fact, I’m opening the lines for
submissions of the best Jim Morrison poetry, which can include song lyrics (two points each). 

While we are discussing great groups with no entries on The Shearith Israel Definitive Summer
Song List (or, euphoniously, SIDSSL), can someone tell me why The Beatles or any of them
individually are not on the list?  Did this greatest of all R&R groups write a great summer song? 
Surely the greatest summer-like song that does not have summer in the title or in any of the
lyrics is Here Comes The Sun (here is link to George Harrison himself, singing his timeless classic
with Paul Simon).  Ruth Lazar sent in the Paul McCartney song titled Summer’s Day Song.  I
admit needing to look it up, and nobody knows it so it doesn’t count.  It’s also really not a great
song, imho.  So, I’m offering two points for a great, fun summer song by the Fab Four. 
 

Redeeming Mick.  No Beatles, and no Rolling Stones! More than once, I have attracted the ire of
our true R&R experts for expressing the view that Mick Jagger and the Rolling Stones are
overrated (see for example my email of 1/6/22).  But whatever my personal views, how do you
explain that our list of great summer songs does not include any by this group? 

FWIW, Mick Jagger redeemed himself mightily for two more recent accomplishments: 

·        First, he wrote one of the coolest songs ever as the theme song for the TV
show Slow Horses 

·        Second, see him prancing about the stage in London in June, at 78-79 years old
right after just having had Covid-19.

The SIDSSL will be published next week (we hope). This is your last chance to bring a summer
song joy to others. 

Thank you all.  Bless us all.  Shabbat shalom. 

Louis Solomon, Parnas

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eZWB0VF2vDI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KEgBMTMUanU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KMtfps0H51Q
https://www.shearithisrael.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/1-6-22-Leadership-Update.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tegw25qqbAs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_RpyvNPuHrI

